
Collection 15 
Revolution and Reformation: Science and Religion  
in the Early Modern Period

Early European Books Collection 15 combines items from four partner libraries – The Hague’s Koninklijke Bibliotheek, 
Florence’s Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Copenhagen’s Kongelige Bibliotek and London’s Wellcome Library – to present 
a selection based on the twin themes of science and religion. The early modern period marked a time of significant and 
turbulent change in both these areas. Martin Luther’s sparked the Reformation which would divide and transform western 
Christendom, while Nicolaus Copernicus introduced the idea of a heliocentric universe that helped trigger a revolution in 
science. Pivotal to both these changes was the invention of the printing press. Collection 15 reveals and reflects the links 
between printing, the Reformation and the scientific revolution through a mixture of items. Together they form a rich seam 
of material adding context and depth to subject areas more often considered in isolation.

While focused on early modern texts, Collection 15 
also embraces printings of works from classical and 
medieval times. Key among featured classical texts 
is a 1549 edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Almagest, 
a text which consolidated the ancient geocentric 
model of the universe. Medieval highlights include a 
Latin translation of Maimonides’ tractate on idolatry. 
Contrasting medical texts include the notorious 
Secreta mulierum and Al-Zahrawi’s Gynaeciorum, 
the latter being one of several texts included which 
originate from the Islamic Golden Age.

Astronomy led the way for the scientific revolution, 
but even here change did not occur overnight and 
heliocentrism was not fully embraced. For example,  
the celebrated Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe, 
proposed an alternative, “geoheliocentric” reconciliation 
of the Ptolemaic and Copernican systems.  
Numerous Brahe-related texts are featured in 
Collection 15, including his Historia coelestis (1666). 
A further obstacle to the scientific revolution was 
a continued interest in alchemy and Collection 15 
provides some fascinating alchemical writings.  
These include Pymander (1630), the first part of 
Hannibal Rosseli’s Corpus Hermeticum, and the 
Musaeum hermeticum (1678).
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Part of what defined the scientific revolution was the shedding of the idea that true 
knowledge is gained only through the recovery of ancient wisdom, and that idea’s 
replacement by a belief in the value of discovery through observation and experiment. 
Francis Bacon became synonymous with this new “empirical” approach and Collection 
15 includes editions of two of his key texts: The Advancement of Learning (1605) and 
the Novum organum (1620). Another spur to the development of a modern scientific 
outlook was practical necessity, such as the need of mariners for improved navigational 
instruments and techniques. Reflecting this reality, the collection features over 30 volumes 
related to exploration and seafaring.

Another featured giant of early modern astronomy is Galileo. A pioneer advocate of 
heliocentrism, his Dialogo sopra i due massimi sistemi del mondo (1632) defended 
Copernicus but also left him blacklisted and placed under house arrest by the Roman 
Inquisition. Among multiple items by Galileo included in Collection 15 is a Latin translation 
of the Dialogo, printed in 1699 in Protestant Leiden. The collection also holds items by 
Galileo’s immediate circle, as well as titles by Galileo’s critics, including two texts by 
Lodovico delle Colombe (b.1565?). The first of these, a 1606 work critical of findings 
regarding a 1604 supernova, prompted a rebuttal months later by a certain Alimberto Mauri. 
Taking Galileo to be the true author of the piece, Dell Colombe’s second featured item is his 
1608 Riposte in which he made direct aim at his antagonist.

These quick-fire exchanges underline the centrality of print to the success of the scientific 
revolution. Lending greater momentum to theories and discoveries, but also broadening 
a new scientific community, print hastened the demise of alchemy’s furtive network of 
adepts and helped usher into existence scientific institutions like England’s Royal Society. 
Scientific texts included in Collection 15 grapple with myriad subject areas. Among the 
highlights is a rare printing of Vannoccio Biringuccio’s Pirotechia. Natural history items 
include a German edition of Conrad Gessner’s Historia animalium (1551-1558), Francis 
Willughby’s Ornithology (1678) and Jan Swammerdam’s Ephemeri vita. Meanwhile, medical 
items feature printings of Thomas Bartholin’s De Pulmonum Substantia & Motu Diatribe, 
Descartes’ Traité de l’homme, and William Harvey’s De Motu cordis. Also included is Marie 
Fouquet’s Les remedes charitables (1685), Duarte Madeira Arrais’s (d.1652) study on curing 
“morbo gallico” or the “French disease”, and Paul Zacchia’s book on hypochondria.

Items on religious matters extend and elaborate an already absorbing collection. The selection includes works by the 
remarkable Dutch theologian Dirck Coornhert and the Anabaptist David Joris. Martin Luther was of course the chief 
instigator of the Reformation, yet it’s likely his mission might have failed were it not for print. Untapping print’s potential to 
reach a broad audience as never before, Luther often wrote in German rather than Latin, and circulated his message through 
brief, sermon-length pieces. This strategy worked for others too, and a major portion of Collection 15’s religious items is 
made up of similar-style short pieces, largely printed in the Netherlands. These items reflect the Dutch Republic’s uniquely 
vibrant pamphlet culture and focus on religious disputes like the ongoing Remonstrant controversy. Other key players of the 
Reformation such as Philipp Melanchthon and John Calvin are also featured in similar form, rounding off a collection that 
brings to life two of the most convulsive cultural transformations witnessed during the early modern period.
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